
PAPER 109
RELATION OF ADJUSTERS TO UNIVERSE CREATURES

THE ought Adjusters are the children of the uni-
verse career, and indeed the virgin Adjusters must
gain experience while mortal creatures grow and

develop. As the personality of the human child expands
for the struggles of evolutionary existence, so does theAd-
juster wax great in the rehearsals of the next stage of as-
cending life. As the child acquires adaptative versatility
for his adult activities through the social and play life of
early childhood, so does the indwelling Adjuster achieve
skill for the next stage of cosmic life by virtue of the pre-
liminary mortal planning and rehearsing of those activ-
ities which have to do with the morontia career. Hu-
man existence constitutes a period of practice which is ef-
fectively utilized by the Adjuster in preparing for the in-
creased responsibilities and the greater opportunities of a
future life. But the Adjuster’s efforts, while living within
you, are not somuch concernedwith the affairs of tempo-
ral life and planetary existence. Today, the ought Ad-
justers are, as it were, rehearsing the realities of the uni-
verse career in the evolving minds of human beings.

1. DEVELOPMENT OF ADJUSTERS
1 ere must be a comprehensive and elaborate plan

for the training and development of virgin Adjusters be-
fore they are sent forth from Divinington, but we really
do not know very much about it. ere undoubtedly also
exists an extensive system for retraining Adjusters of in-
dwelling experience before they embark upon new mis-
sions of mortal association, but, again, we do not actually
know.

2 I have been told by Personalized Adjusters that ev-
ery time aMonitor-indwelt mortal fails of survival, when
the Adjuster returns to Divinington, an extended course
of training is engaged in. is additional training is made
possible by the experience of having indwelt a human be-
ing, and it is always imparted before the Adjuster is re-
manded to the evolutionary worlds of time.

3 Actual living experience has no cosmic substitute.
e perfection of the divinity of a newly formed ought

Adjuster does not in any manner endow this Mystery
Monitor with experienced ministrative ability. Experi-
ence is inseparable from a living existence; it is the one
thing which no amount of divine endowment can ab-
solve you from the necessity of securing by actual liv-
ing. erefore, in common with all beings living and
functioning within the present sphere of the Supreme,

ought Adjusters must acquire experience; they must

evolve from the lower, inexperienced, to the higher, more
experienced, groups.

4 Adjusters pass through a de nite developmental ca-
reer in the mortal mind; they achieve a reality of attain-
ment which is eternally theirs. ey progressively acquire
Adjuster skill and ability as a result of any and all contacts
with the material races, regardless of the survival or non-
survival of their particular mortal subjects. ey are also
equal partners of the human mind in fostering the evolu-
tion of the immortal soul of survival capacity.

5 e rst stage of Adjuster evolution is attained in fu-
sionwith the surviving soul of amortal being. us, while
you are in nature evolving inward and upward from man
to God, the Adjusters are in nature evolving outward and
downward from God to man; and so will the nal prod-
uct of this union of divinity andhumanity eternally be the
son of man and the son of God.

2. SELFACTING ADJUSTERS
1 You have been informed of the classi cation of Ad-

justers in relation to experience — virgin, advanced, and
supreme. You should also recognize a certain function-
al classi cation — the self-acting Adjusters. A self-acting
Adjuster is one who:

2 ¶ 1. Has had certain requisite experience in the
evolving life of a will creature, either as a temporary in-
dweller on a typeofworldwhereAdjusters are only loaned
tomortal subjects or on an actual fusion planet where the
human failed of survival. Such a Monitor is either an ad-
vanced or a supreme Adjuster.

3 2. Has acquired the balance of spiritual power in a
humanwho has made the third psychic circle and has had
assigned to him a personal seraphic guardian.

4 ¶ 3. Has a subject who has made the supreme deci-
sion, has entered into a solemn and sincere betrothal with
the Adjuster. e Adjuster looks beforehand to the time
of actual fusion and reckons the union as an event of fact.

5 ¶ 4. Has a subject who has beenmustered into one
of the reserve corps of destiny on an evolutionary world
of mortal ascension.

6 ¶ 5. At some time, during human sleep, has been
temporarily detached from the mind of mortal incarcer-
ation to perform some exploit of liaison, contact, reregis-
tration, or other extrahuman service associated with the
spiritual administration of the world of assignment.
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7 ¶ 6. Has served in a time of crisis in the experience

of some human being who was the material complement
of a spirit personality intrusted with the enactment of
some cosmic achievement essential to the spiritual econ-
omy of the planet.

8 ¶ Self-acting Adjusters seem to possess a marked de-
gree of will in all matters not involving the human per-
sonalities of their immediate indwelling, as is indicated
by their numerous exploits both within and without the
mortal subjects of attachment. SuchAdjusters participate
in numerous activities of the realm, but more frequent-
ly they function as undetected indwellers of the earthly
tabernacles of their own choosing.

9 Undoubtedly these higher and more experienced
types of Adjusters can communicate with those in oth-
er realms. But while self-acting Adjusters do thus inter-
communicate, they do so only on the levels of their mu-
tual work and for the purpose of preserving custodial da-
ta essential to the Adjuster ministry of the realms of their
sojourn, though on occasions they have been known to
function in interplanetary matters during times of crisis.

10 Supreme and self-acting Adjusters can leave the hu-
man body at will. e indwellers are not an organic or
biologic part of mortal life; they are divine superimposi-
tions thereon. In the original life plans theywere provided
for, but they are not indispensable to material existence.
Nevertheless it should be recorded that they very rarely,
even temporarily, leave their mortal tabernacles a er they
once take up their indwelling.

11 e superacting Adjusters are those who have
achieved the conquest of their intrusted tasks and only
await the dissolution of the material-life vehicle or the
translation of the immortal soul.

3. RELATION OF ADJUSTERS TO MORTAL
TYPES

1 e character of the detailed work of Mystery Mon-
itors varies in accordance with the nature of their assign-
ments, as to whether or not they are liaison or fusion Ad-
justers. Some Adjusters are merely loaned for the tempo-
ral lifetimes of their subjects; others are bestowed as per-
sonality candidates with permission for everlasting fusion
if their subjects survive. ere is also a slight variation
in their work among the different planetary types as well
as in different systems and universes. But, on the whole,
their labors are remarkably uniform, more so than are the
duties of any of the created orders of celestial beings.

2 On certain primitive worlds (the series one group)
the Adjuster indwells the mind of the creature as an ex-
periential training, chie y for self-culture and progressive

development. Virgin Adjusters are usually sent to such
worlds during the earlier times when primitive men are
arriving in the valley of decision, but when comparatively
fewwill elect to ascend themoral heights beyond the hills
of self-mastery and character acquirement to attain the
higher levels of emerging spirituality. (Many, however,
who fail of Adjuster fusion do survive as Spirit-fused as-
cenders.) e Adjusters receive valuable training and ac-
quire wonderful experience in transient association with
primitive minds, and they are able subsequently to utilize
this experience for the bene t of superior beings on other
worlds. Nothing of survival value is ever lost in all the wide
universe.

3 On another type of world (the series two group)
the Adjusters are merely loaned to mortal beings. Here
theMonitors can never attain fusion personality through
such indwelling, but they do afford great help to their hu-
man subjects during the mortal lifetime, far more than
they are able to give toUrantiamortals. e Adjusters are
here loaned to themortal creatures for a single life span as
patterns for their higher spiritual attainment, temporary
helpers in the intriguing task of perfecting a survival char-
acter. e Adjusters do not return a er natural death;
these surviving mortals attain eternal life through Spirit
fusion.

4 On worlds such as Urantia (the series three group)
there is a real betrothal with the divine gi s, a life and
death engagement. If you survive, there is to be an eter-
nal union, an everlasting fusion, the making of man and
Adjuster one being.

5 In the three-brained mortals of this series of worlds,
the Adjusters are able to gain farmore actual contact with
their subjects during the temporal life than in theone- and
two-brained types. But in the career a er death, the three-
brained type proceed just as do the one-brained type and
the two-brained peoples — the Urantia races.

6 On the two-brain worlds, subsequent to the sojourn
of a Paradise bestowal Son, virgin Adjusters are seldom
assigned to persons who have unquestioned capacity for
survival. It is our belief that on such worlds practically all
Adjusters indwelling intelligent men and women of sur-
vival capacity belong to the advanced or to the supreme
type.

7 ¶ In many of the early evolutionary races of Urantia,
three groups of beings existed. erewere thosewhowere
so animalistic that they were utterly lacking in Adjuster
capacity. ere were those who exhibited undoubted ca-
pacity for Adjusters and promptly received them when
the age of moral responsibility was attained. ere was a
third class who occupied a borderline position; they had
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capacity for Adjuster reception, but the Monitors could
only indwell the mind on the personal petition of the in-
dividual.

8 But with those beings who are virtually disquali ed
for survival by disinheritance through the agency of un t
and inferior ancestors, many a virginAdjuster has served a
valuable preliminary experience in contacting evolution-
arymind and thus has become better quali ed for a subse-
quent assignment to a higher type of mind on some other
world.

4. ADJUSTERS AND HUMAN PERSONALITY
1 e higher forms of intelligent intercommunication

between human beings are greatly helped by the in-
dwelling Adjusters. Animals do have fellow feelings, but
they do not communicate concepts to each other; they
can express emotions but not ideas and ideals. Neither do
men of animal origin experience a high type of intellectu-
al intercourse or spiritual communion with their fellows
until the ought Adjusters have been bestowed, albeit,
when such evolutionary creatures develop speech, they
are on the highroad to receiving Adjusters.

2 Animals do, in a crude way, communicate with each
other, but there is little or no personality in such primitive
contact. Adjusters are not personality; they are preper-
sonal beings. But they dohail from the source of personal-
ity, and their presence does augment the qualitative man-
ifestations of human personality; especially is this true if
the Adjuster has had previous experience.

3 e type of Adjuster has much to do with the poten-
tial for expression of the human personality. On down
through the ages, many of the great intellectual and spiri-
tual leaders of Urantia have exerted their in uence chie y
because of the superiority andprevious experience of their
indwelling Adjusters.

4 e indwelling Adjusters have in no small measure
co-operated with other spiritual in uences in transform-
ing and humanizing the descendants of the primitivemen
of olden ages. If theAdjusters indwelling theminds of the
inhabitants of Urantia were to be withdrawn, the world
would slowly return tomany of the scenes and practices of
the men of primitive times; the divine Monitors are one
of the real potentials of advancing civilization.

5 ¶ I have observed a ought Adjuster indwelling a
mind on Urantia who has, according to the records on
Uversa, indwelt een minds previously in Orvonton.
We do not know whether this Monitor has had similar
experiences in other superuniverses, but I suspect so. is

is amarvelousAdjuster andoneof themost useful andpo-
tent forces on Urantia during this present age. What oth-
ers have lost, in that they refused to survive, this human
being (and your whole world) now gains. From him who
has not survival qualities, shall be taken away even that ex-
perienced Adjuster which he now has, while to him who
has survival prospects, shall be given even the pre-experi-
enced Adjuster of a slothful deserter.

6 In a sense the Adjusters may be fostering a certain
degree of planetary cross-fertilization in the domains of
truth, beauty, and goodness. But they are seldom given
two indwelling experiences on the same planet; there is
no Adjuster now serving onUrantia who has been on this
world previously. I know whereof I speak since we have
their numbers and records in the archives of Uversa.

5. MATERIAL HANDICAPS TO ADJUSTER
INDWELLING

1 Supreme and self-acting Adjusters are o en able to
contribute factors of spiritual import to the human mind
when it ows freely in the liberated but controlled chan-
nels of creative imagination. At such times, and some-
times during sleep, theAdjuster is able to arrest themental
currents, to stay the ow, and then to divert the idea pro-
cession; and all this is done in order to effect deep spir-
itual transformations in the higher recesses of the super-
consciousness. us are the forces and energies of mind
more fully adjusted to the key of the contactual tones of
the spiritual level of the present and the future.

2 It is sometimes possible to have the mind illuminat-
ed, to hear the divine voice that continually speaks with-
in you, so that you may become partially conscious of the
wisdom, truth, goodness, and beauty of the potential per-
sonality constantly indwelling you.

3 But your unsteady and rapidly shi ing mental atti-
tudes o en result in thwarting the plans and interrupting
the work of the Adjusters. eir work is not only inter-
fered with by the innate natures of the mortal races, but
this ministry is also greatly retarded by your own precon-
ceived opinions, settled ideas, and long-standing preju-
dices. Because of these handicaps, many times only their
un nished creations emerge into consciousness, and con-
fusion of concept is inevitable. erefore, in scrutinizing
mental situations, safety lies only in the prompt recog-
nition of each and every thought and experience for just
what it actually and fundamentally is, disregarding entire-
ly what it might have been.

4 ¶ e great problem of life is the adjustment of the
ancestral tendencies of living to the demands of the spiri-
tual urges initiated by the divine presence of the Mystery
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Monitor. While in the universe and superuniverse careers
no man can serve two masters, in the life you now live on
Urantia every man must perforce serve two masters. He
must become adept in the art of a continuous human tem-
poral compromise while he yields spiritual allegiance to
but one master; and this is why so many falter and fail,
grow weary and succumb to the stress of the evolutionary
struggle.

5 While the hereditary legacy of cerebral endowment
and that of electrochemical overcontrol both operate to
delimit the sphere of efficient Adjuster activity, no hered-
itary handicap (in normal minds) ever prevents eventu-
al spiritual achievement. Heredity may interfere with the
rate of personality conquest, but it does not prevent even-
tual consummation of the ascendant adventure. If you
will co-operate with your Adjuster, the divine gi will,
sooner or later, evolve the immortal morontia soul and,
subsequent to fusion therewith, will present the new crea-
ture to the sovereignMaster Son of the local universe and
eventually to the Father of Adjusters on Paradise.

6. THE PERSISTENCE OF TRUE VALUES
1 Adjusters never fail; nothing worth surviving is ev-

er lost; every meaningful value in every will creature is
certain of survival, irrespective of the survival or nonsur-
vival of the meaning-discovering or evaluating personali-
ty. And so it is, a mortal creature may reject survival; still
the life experience is not wasted; the eternal Adjuster car-
ries the worth-while features of such an apparent life of
failure over into someotherworld and there bestows these
surviving meanings and values upon some higher type of
mortal mind, one of survival capacity. No worth-while
experience ever happens in vain; no true meaning or real
value ever perishes.

2 As related to fusion candidates, if a Mystery Moni-
tor is deserted by the mortal associate, if the human part-
ner declines to pursue the ascending career, when released
by natural death (or prior thereto), the Adjuster carries
away everything of survival value which has evolved in
the mind of that nonsurviving creature. If an Adjuster
should repeatedly fail to attain fusion personality because
of the nonsurvival of successive human subjects, and if
thisMonitor should subsequently be personalized, all the
acquired experience of having indwelt and mastered all
these mortal minds would become the actual possession
of such a newly Personalized Adjuster, an endowment to
be enjoyed and utilized throughout all future ages. A Per-
sonalized Adjuster of this order is a composite assembly
of all the survival traits of all his former creature hosts.

3 When Adjusters of long universe experience volun-
teer to indwell divine Sons on bestowal missions, they
full well know that personality attainment can never be
achieved through this service. But o en does the Father
of spirits grant personality to these volunteers and estab-
lish them as directors of their kind. ese are the per-
sonalities honored with authority on Divinington. And
their unique natures embody the mosaic humanity of
their multiple experiences of mortal indwelling and also
the spirit transcript of the human divinity of the Paradise
bestowal Son of the terminal indwelling experience.

4 e activities of Adjusters in your local universe are
directed by the Personalized Adjuster of Michael of Ne-
badon, that very Monitor who guided him step by step
when he lived his human life in the esh of Joshua ben
Joseph. Faithful to his trust was this extraordinary Ad-
juster, and wisely did this valiant Monitor direct the hu-
man nature, ever guiding the mortal mind of the Para-
dise Son in the choosing of the path of the Father’s perfect
will. is Adjuster had previously served withMachiven-
ta Melchizedek in the days of Abraham and had engaged
in tremendous exploits both previous to this indwelling
and between these bestowal experiences.

5 is Adjuster did indeed triumph in Jesus’ human
mind— that mind which in each of life’s recurring situa-
tions maintained a consecrated dedication to the Father’s
will, saying, “Not my will, but yours, be done.” Such de-
cisive consecration constitutes the true passport from the
limitations of human nature to the nality of divine at-
tainment.

6 is sameAdjuster now re ects in the inscrutable na-
ture of his mighty personality the prebaptismal humani-
ty of Joshua ben Joseph, the eternal and living transcript
of the eternal and living values which the greatest of all
Urantians created out of the humble circumstances of a
commonplace life as it was lived to the complete exhaus-
tion of the spiritual values attainable inmortal experience.

7 Everything of permanent value which is intrusted
to an Adjuster is assured eternal survival. In certain in-
stances the Monitor holds these possessions for bestow-
al on a mortal mind of future indwelling; in others, and
upon personalization, these surviving and conserved real-
ities are held in trust for future utilization in the service of
the Architects of the Master Universe.

7. DESTINY OF PERSONALIZED ADJUSTERS
1 We cannot state whether or not non-Adjuster Fa-

ther fragments are personalizable, but you have been in-
formed that personality is the sovereign freewill bestowal
of the Universal Father. As far as we know, the Adjuster
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type of Father fragment attains personality only by the
acquirement of personal attributes through service-min-
istry to a personal being. ese PersonalizedAdjusters are
at home on Divinington, where they instruct and direct
their prepersonal associates.

2 Personalized ought Adjusters are the untram-
meled, unassigned, and sovereign stabilizers and compen-
sators of the far- ung universe of universes. ey com-
bine the Creator and creature experience — existential
and experiential. ey are conjoint time and eternity be-
ings. ey associate the prepersonal and the personal in
universe administration.˚

3 Personalized Adjusters are the all-wise and powerful
executives of the Architects of theMaster Universe. ey
are the personal agents of the full ministry of the Uni-
versal Father—personal, prepersonal, and superpersonal.

ey are the personal ministers of the extraordinary, the
unusual, and the unexpected throughout all the realms of
the transcendental absonite spheres of the domain ofGod
the Ultimate, even to the levels of God the Absolute.

4 ey are the exclusive beings of the universes who
embrace within their being all the known relationships of
personality; they are omnipersonal— they are before per-
sonality, they are personality, and they are a er personal-
ity. ey minister the personality of the Universal Father
as in the eternal past, the eternal present, and the eternal
future.

5 Existential personality on the order of the in nite
and absolute, the Father bestowed upon the Eternal Son,
but he chose to reserve for his ownministry the experien-
tial personality of the type of the Personalized Adjuster
bestowed upon the existential prepersonal Adjuster; and
they are thus both destined to the future eternal super-
personality of the transcendental ministry of the absonite

realms of the Ultimate, the Supreme-Ultimate, even to
the levels of the Ultimate-Absolute.

6 Seldom are the Personalized Adjusters seen at large
in the universes. Occasionally they consult with the An-
cients of Days, and sometimes the Personalized Adjusters
of the sevenfold Creator Sons come to the headquarters
worlds of the constellations to confer with the Voronda-
dek rulers.

7 ¶When the planetaryVorondadekobserver ofUran-
tia — the Most High custodian who not long since as-
sumed an emergency regencyof yourworld—assertedhis
authority in the presence of the resident governor general,
he began his emergency administration of Urantia with a
full staff of his own choosing. He immediately assigned to
all his associates and assistants their planetary duties. But
he did not choose the three Personalized Adjusters who
appeared in his presence the instant he assumed the re-
gency. He did not even know they would thus appear, for
they did not so manifest their divine presence at the time
of a previous regency. And theMost High regent did not
assign service or designate duties for these volunteer Per-
sonalized Adjusters. Nevertheless, these three omniper-
sonal beings were among themost active of the numerous
orders of celestial beings then serving on Urantia.

8 ¶PersonalizedAdjusters perform awide range of ser-
vices for numerous orders of universe personalities, but
we are not permitted to discuss these ministries with Ad-
juster-indwelt evolutionary creatures. ese extraordi-
nary human divinities are among the most remarkable
personalities of the entire grand universe, and no one
dares to predict what their future missions may be.

9 [Presented by a Solitary Messenger of Orvonton.]
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7.2 Personalized ought Adjusters are the untrammelled… Although both variants are acceptable, “untrammeled” is the unanimous usage
elsewhere in the text ( four other locations) and is preferred by theChicagoManual of Style.
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